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Date:      April 19, 2020  

 
INCIDENT STATISTICS:  
• Total Incidents, Last 24 Hours: 469  
• Daily Staffing Level: Full Staffing 
• COVID-19 DICO Responses, Last 24 Hours: 7 
 
 
Reminder: 
• COVID-19 PPE Doffing Procedures for Turnouts: Demonstrates how to properly doff 

turnout gear that has been exposed to a suspected or known COVID-19 patient. 
o Reference the “Specialized Cleaning Procedures” document in TS 
o Doffing Turnouts - Off Air 
o Doffing Turnouts - On Air 
o Separating equipment from turnouts and 3rd party laundering 

 
 

Fogging of glasses and goggles: 
• Anticipate rotating out personnel if fogging of goggles becomes a safety concern 

o Be cognizant of cross contamination when re-adjusting your mask and goggles  
• Tips for preventing fogging of glasses and goggles 

o Ensure a tight seal over the bridge of the nose 
o Wash your glasses/goggles with soapy water and let them air dry 
o Move your classes towards the tip of your nose 
o Add anti-fog wipes, sprays or creams on your lenses (IMT Logistics is in the 

process of procuring) 
o Clean your glasses with a dab of shaving foam or cream 
o Video: How to wear your face mask without fogging up your glasses  

 
 
County of San Diego Health and Human Services Agency 
• P-801 (3)(a) – Temporary Exemption/Waiver Granted 

o Granted through May 15, 2020 (with possibility of extension) 
o Part of a strategy to contain and mitigate the COVID-19 pandemic  
o Two paramedics will not be required to be dispatched to an ALS response 
o One paramedic may be dispatched to ALS responses via first responder OR 

ground transport vehicle, as available 
o When ALS ambulances are unavailable, SDFD will send a second first responder 

with a BLS ambulance to CPR calls  
o Captains can still request additional resources, if required   
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https://www.sandiego.gov/fd-pd-wellness
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xSc8Nvv8mqc&list=PLk2DOINR3C0fbYtvJU-TV2BJc6tI9Bd0Z&index=25
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVWI7CIBBFI&list=PLk2DOINR3C0fbYtvJU-TV2BJc6tI9Bd0Z&index=24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kT1Voj4UtYE&list=PLk2DOINR3C0fbYtvJU-TV2BJc6tI9Bd0Z&index=26
https://youtu.be/5j-DsuiK-9g
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DICO Frequently Asked Questions: 
• When should I contact ECDC to have the DICO paged?   

o Whenever a company officer believes a member of the crew may have been exposed to COVID-19.  A 
DICO representative will promptly contact you on the Captain’s cell phone to help determine this, 
and will make recommendations for paperwork and decontamination. 

o If an employee is feeling ill while at work or at home.  A DICO representative will contact you at the 
number provided and will give directions for what to do next.   
  

• When should I complete a San Diego County Communicable Disease Exposure Reporting Form?  
o When directed by the DICO representative over the phone.  Only the personnel determined by the 

DICO to be exposed need to have their name on the form. 
 
• What do I do with the Communicable Disease Exposure Reporting Form?   

o Complete the original copy with known information while on scene and before the ambulance 
transports.   

o Take a photo of the completed form (must be a clear, complete and legible photo) and email it to the 
DICO representative who contacted you.  

o The form should include the names of all exposed personnel, including AMR, SDPD, lifeguards or 
other responders at scene.   

o Send the original copy of the exposure reporting form with the patient to the hospital.   
• If you are unable to do this (i.e., moderate/acute status patient with short scene time), work 

through your chain of command to get the original form to the hospital and attached to the 
patient ASAP.  

• This may mean, per your Battalion Chief, the company drives the form to the hospital right 
away.  

 
• When should I complete a Report of Minor Injury Form (RM-1568)?    

o If you have submitted a Communicable Disease Exposure Reporting Form, a Report of Minor Injury 
form should also be completed for each person who was reported as exposed.  

o Obtain signatures and submit the Report of Minor Injury form through the normal chain of 
command to Medical Desk HQ MS604 – NOT RISK MANAGEMENT. 
o Fire-Rescue Department maintains its own database. 

o The Report of Minor Injury Form should NOT be emailed to the DICO representative. 
 

• If it is determined that an exposure has occurred, when will we learn if our transported patients have 
tested positive for COVID-19?  
o You will be contacted by a member of the Isolation Group as soon as the patient’s test results are 

available.  This may take up to 7 days, depending on the hospital.  
 

• If our patient has been determined to be a Non-Exposure, when will we learn if they have tested 
positive for COVID-19?  
o SDFD does not follow up on the test status of patients who are determined to be Non-Exposures, 

even if the patient appears to be symptomatic of COVID-19.    
 

https://www.sandiego.gov/fd-pd-wellness
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o Occasionally, hospitals report the COVID-19 test status to us on their own. If this happens, you will 
be contacted by a member of the Isolation Group as soon as the results are reported to us. 

 
• If our patient was not transported to the hospital (AMA, 11-44 on scene, elopements), when will we 

learn if they have tested positive for COVID-19?  
o SDFD is not able to follow up on the test status of patients who are not transported to the hospital.   
o If dead on scene, the SD County Medical Examiner’s Office may do a COVID-19 test at their discretion, 

however SDFD does not follow up on the test status of deceased patients.   
o On the rare occasion that we are notified of post-mortem COVID-19 test status by the Medical 

Examiner’s office, you will be contacted by a member of the Isolation Group as soon as the results are 
reported to us. 

 
Lessons Learned: 
• Consider specialized cleaning of your turnouts if contamination is suspected from patient encounters. 

o If appropriate, it is preferable to wear Class B pants versus turnout pants on medical aids. 
• For walk up medical aids into the station remember to assess for COVID related signs and symptoms 

early and provide the reporting person or patient with a mask.   
o Slow down on calls that originate out of sequence (i.e., not through ECDC). 
o Reporting party information may differ than actual signs and symptoms presented by the patient. 

• If you remove a piece of PPE when disengaging from patient care (i.e., support or contamination 
reduction zone) don’t forget to don it if you find yourself re-engaged with the call.   

• Be cognizant when entering medical facilities for areas that may be designated for COVID-19 related 
patients (i.e., quarantined area). 
o Confirm with staff prior to entering areas that may require higher levels of PPE. 

• Remember to limit the number of personnel completing the initial assessment and back out to don the 
appropriate PPE if necessary.   

• Ensure all public safety personnel on scene are informed of the proper PPE for suspected or known 
COVID-19 patients.   
o Take the time to educate other city employees on proper safety precautions. 

• Not wearing a face mask or respirator will place you into CDC’s high-risk exposure category if 
interacting with a suspected or known COVID-19 patient that was not wearing a facemask.   
o This applies even if the patient is asymptomatic (i.e., no fever or cough). 
o Maintain your situational awareness on “routine calls” (i.e., traffic accidents, lock out, ringing 

alarm) that can quickly develop into a potential exposure. 
o Treat all calls with precautionary measures to limit any unnecessary exposures.  

• Goggles continue to remain the preferred level of eye protection.  
• Rule out as many COVID-19 risk factors (i.e., fever, cough) from 6 feet away and prior to physically 

moving a patient. 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.sandiego.gov/fd-pd-wellness


 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

DO NOT COME TO WORK IF YOU HAVE COVID SYMPTOMS 
- If symptomatic, please call off to a supervisor, we do not 
wish to infect patients, co-workers or their families 
 
Personal Protective Equipment Guideline: 
- Isolation kit with gown for all COVID patients and high-risk 
procedures 

 Call supervisor for fogger decontamination 
- Facial coverings are to be used for duration of your shift 

 Must wear at all times unless in station in your dorm 
 Re-usable cloth masks available at 42A, 2 per person 

 
N95/N100 FFR Collection for Reuse: 
- SDFD purchased a Hydrogen Peroxide vapor sanitization 
machine for FFR decontamination 
- Write your name on front bottom of FFR before use.  This is 
to ensure you get your mask back after decon 

 i.e., J. McCormack – MS72A - AMR 
 Masks will only be sanitized if unable to get new FFRs 

- Reuse FFR as normal, per current practice 
 After high-risk procedure, instead of discarding, place 

FFR mask in bag 
 SDFD will restock FFR masks 1 for 1 like normal, will 

place their FFRs for decon in the ambulance bag also 
- When bag is full, drop off at 42A, and get a new bag and clip 
- Keep bag in outside compartment with trauma bag 
 
S-415(a): 
- Please complete TargetSolutions training ASAP 
 
General: 
- Station units are being asked to please leave your uniforms 
at station and arrive/leave in plain clothes 
- Rolls of Visqueen available in your PPE bin and 42A to 
optionally separate the cab from patient compartment 

 Must replace in between each call 
- Small updates to COVID Rx protocol, see attached 
- Engines are allowed 1 for 1 restock from ambulance 
 
Supplies: 
- HEPA filters are in, make sure your rig has some 
- Ensure your ambulance has a bag for FFR collection 
- Keep Pro-Tek RTU bottle if empty, can refill at 42A 

 

Supervisors: 
Robert Spangler (MS71) 
John McCormack (MS72) 

 
Number of Cases (Global) 

2,367,758 
Number of Cases (US) 

737,319 
Number of Cases (CA): 

30,812 
Number of Cases (San Diego): 

2,213 
 

Helpful Links: 
GMR Vehicle Decon Policy 

 
GMR Fogger Decon Video 

 
GMR Coronavirus 

 
CA Public Health COVID-19 

 
CDC COVID-19 

 
Johns Hopkins COVID-19 Map 

 
SDAPP Homepage 

 
GMR COVID Medical 

Assessment Tool (MAST) 
 
Check iPad COVID-19 Link for 

latest PPE and Safety 
Information 

SDFD Operational COVID Docs: 

 

COVID-19 Update 
4/19/2020 

https://www.globalmedicalresponse.com/getdoc/508f7791-0614-4ba7-8b61-d72b5c701492/gmr-air-and-ground-vehicle-covid-19-decon_3-19-20.pdf
https://global-medical-response.wistia.com/medias/myzy4hl82b
http://www.globalmedicalresponse.com/coronavirus
http://www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CID/DCDC/Pages/Immunization/ncov2019.aspx
http://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-nCoV/index.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
http://www.mysdapp.org/
https://integratedservices.amr.net/covid19/
https://integratedservices.amr.net/covid19/
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PERSONNEL STATUS: 
 

PERSONNEL STATUS FIRE LG NON-SWORN AMR 

Number Currently in Isolation 
(Symptomatic) 

4 1 0 4 

  
PAST  

24 HRS 
TO 

DATE 
PAST  

24 HRS 
TO 

DATE 
PAST  

24 HRS 
TO 

DATE 
PAST 

24 HRS 
TO 

DATE 

Number of DICO Confirmed Exposures 
(CDC Med/High) 

0 91 0 24 0 0 0 43 

Number of COVID-19 Laboratory 
Confirmed Positive (+) 

0 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 

Number of COVID-19 Laboratory 
Confirmed Negative (-) 

0 34 0 14 0 1 0 5 

Number of Presumptive COVID-19 
Diagnosis 

1 38 0 19 0 2 0 0 

 
***Route any questions, comments, or concerns through your normal chain of command.*** 

https://www.sandiego.gov/fd-pd-wellness


Zip Code Count Zip Code Count
91901 2 92071 22
91902 18 92075 5
91905 1 92078 17
91910 68 92081 14
91911 88 92082 4
91913 41 92083 10
91914 14 92084 17
91915 27 92091 2
91916 1 92093 4
91932 14 92101 44
91935 6 92102 28
91941 16 92103 78
91942 33 92104 45
91945 18 92105 60
91950 64 92106 9
91963 1 92107 6
91977 51 92108 28
91978 6 92109 29
92003 1 92110 23
92004 1 92111 25
92007 4 92113 63
92008 9 92114 62
92009 18 92115 42
92010 13 92116 39
92011 10 92117 25
92014 16 92118 6
92019 53 92119 13
92020 71 92120 21
92021 70 92121 3
92024 30 92122 18
92025 26 92123 20
92026 13 92124 15
92027 29 92126 41
92028 9 92127 26
92029 13 92128 39
92036 1 92129 22
92037 34 92130 27
92040 17 92131 10
92054 12 92136 3
92056 14 92139 35
92057 16 92140 13
92058 10 92145 3
92061 2 92154 95
92064 20 92161 1
92065 11 92173 47
92066 2 Unknown 35
92067 12 Total 2213
92069 13

*More information may become available as individual case investigations are completed.
Zip code is zip code of residence, which may not be location of exposure.

Data are preliminary and subject to change.
Data source: WebCMR Communicable Disease Registry
Prepared by the County of San Diego, Health and Human Services Agency, Public Health Services, Epidemiology and Immunization Services Branch

County of San Diego
Daily Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19)
Summary of Cases by Zip Code of Residence
Data are preliminary and subject to change

Data through 4/17/2020, updated 4/18/2020   8:00 AM



 

 

Specialized Cleaning Procedures  

Personnel who have been in contact with a suspected or positive source patient with Covid-19 
while wearing firefighting PPE (structure, wildland etc.) require Specialized Cleaning. The 
process of specialized cleaning will disinfect our PPE with a high level of efficacy. It’s 
important to note that CitroSqueeze detergent is not designed to sanitize or disinfect.  

When potential biological contamination occurs, personnel are to utilize our Post Fire 
Decontamination Kit and procedure for bagging contaminated PPE which include the 
following:  

• Avoid cross-contamination  
o Use hand sanitizer 
o Remove old medical aid gloves then apply new gloves 
o Ensure eye protection (goggles) are worn 
o Apply N-95 mask and gown 

 
• Equipment Needed 

o BSI 
o Post Fire Decontamination Kit (only use these kit items) 

§ Large 6 mil thickness black trash bag 
§ Zip-Tie 
§ Contaminated PPE Tag 

 
• Complete Contaminated PPE Tag  

o Name 
o Rank 
o Station/Division (Assigned Bid Station) 
o Write on the tag-Covid-19 

  
Example 

 

 

 



PPE Bagging and Storage Procedures 

o After doffing place PPE into large 6ml black trash bag  
o Then spin in bag closed  
o Goose neck bag onto itself 
o Apply completed contaminated PPE Label with zip-tie 
o *Use caution when evacuating air from trash bags during sealing process* 
o Store Contaminated PPE outside of the apparatus cab (i.e. hose bed or 

compartment) 
 
 

• Logistics Drop Off Instructions 
o Drop off’s available through Storeroom 42 Monday-Friday (7am-4pm) 
o Please contact the Equipment Manager with any question at 

SDFDEquipmentManager@sandiego.gov 
o Contaminated PPE occurring after hours will be handled the following day 

during normal Storeroom 42 business hours 
o Exposed PPE occurring over the weekend will wait until the following business 

day 
o If both sets assigned to personnel are contaminated contact the Equipment 

Manager for Logistics call back  
o Use PSTRAX to alert if PPE becomes contaminated 
o PPE will be returned once Specialized Cleaning is completed 
o Note: Typical PPE cleaning turnaround times are 24 hours 

 

NFPA 1851 2020 Version 

Specialized Cleaning 

Chapter 7 Specific Information  

N 7.4.1 Processes for disinfecting or sanitizing, cleaning, and decontaminating protective 
ensembles and ensemble elements that have been contaminated with body fluids and other 
potentially infectious materials shall be performed by a manufacturer verifed in cleaning, a 
verified cleaner, a manufacturer-trained organization, a verifed organization, or a verified ISP 

N 7.4.3* Protective ensembles and ensemble elements that are contaminated with body fluids 
and other potentially infectious materials shall be subject to either disinfection or sanitization. 

N 7.5.2.1 Organizations shall apply disinfection or sanitization in accordance with Section 7.4 
with specialized cleaning for the removal of body fluids or other infectious materials that 
cannot be removed using disinfection or sanitization with advanced cleaning.  

N 7.5.3* Organizations shall designate any specific substances or contaminants that warrant 
specialized cleaning and shall deter‐ mine specific approaches for decontamination for these 
substances, if warranted. 
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